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I’ve found on my journey to heal from religious trauma and domestic violence, and through the 
excavation process of my behaviors and patterns, that there are occasional “diamond days.” 

 
I call them diamond days because they are moments discovered like gemstones in what otherwise 

seems to be hard rock. They're unexpected, recognized when I'm in the middle of one, or 
sometimes, after the fact. Because experiencing a Diamond Day counteracts what came before. A 
Diamond Day is a contrast. They’re filled with so much healing redemption that it’s like finding 

the super-points in Pac-Man. I level up and gain new life. 
 

Examples: 
 

Getting chosen for a role by someone who sees my value and ability (when I've been struggling 
with imposter syndrome.)

 
Scheduling and keeping self-care appointments (when I'm tempted to put everyone else before 

my needs.) 
 

Accomplishing a goal that started as a dream (after years of religious conditioning that ambition 
was "bad.") 

 
In that moment, the pastors who wanted me silent and invisible become mute. The man who beat 

words of worthlessness into me is powerless. My ex-communication becomes a joke. Lack of 
confidence becomes a smile. Hurtful words and ill-fitting roles fall away like shed skin. The 

naysayers are proven wrong. 
 

Diamond days are a step forward into myself, my true self and calling, healthy and here for a 
reason—and I know we all have them in our path. The key is to stay here and do the work of 

finding them. To break out of abusive patterns and fight for yourself. You gain more life when 
you do.

 

How I Started Finding My Diamond Days

DIAMOND DAYS HELP ME 
CELEBRATE SURVIVAL

AND RECLAIM MY JOY, WONDER, 
PRIDE, AND ACCOMPLISHMENT. 

 
THEY ARE THE BEST PART OF 

MAKING IT OUT OF 
FUNDAMENTALISM AND 

YEARS OF ABUSE. 
 



How You Can Find Yours
For survivors of purity culture, obedience culture, religious trauma, and high control 

environments, what looks like a  "win" is individual. We each ride our unique
Struggle Buses through life. And, we're all fighting battles no one knows anything about. 

 
Diamond Days don't have to be grand by anyone's standards but your own. One of my 

DiamondDays was when I successfully sat still through the "puff" test of an eye exam! Plenty of 
people have no trouble at all staring at the little red barn while the technician blows air into your 
eye. I practically pass out or run from the room saying I have to suddenly go and will reschedule 

some other day. But the day I was able to hold still, keep my eye open, and BREATHE, was 
an accomplishment. My chest expanded with relief, pride and gratitude. I walked on sunshine 

when I left the store. 
 

That LIGHT is how I knew it was a Diamond Day. 
 

My birthday is in June, as is Pride, and this year (2022) I found myself in a chain of Diamond 
Days unlike any other time of my life. It's like a tennis bracelet of happy wins. A sparkle and 

pivot point of so many dreams come true that the sunshine spilled right out of me. I decided to 
celebrate, which requires a party, and a party requires people. So that's a glimpse at the backstory 

of how the FIRST ANNUAL DIAMOND DAYS GIVEAWAY came to be on Instagram.



Your Diamond Days 
I shared many of the responses on Instagram Stories (and saved them in a highlight.) But what 

no one else could see is the impact your shares had on others! My DMs blew up with thank you 
notes and love to those who'd shared their victories. I wanted to find a way to share that with you 
and still protect your anonymity. I also wanted to include the many I couldn't include in Stories 

due to space. 
 

There was one little tech glitch where a day's worth of contributions were lost, but for the most 
part, they're all here. I created this PDF so you can be inspired, celebrate one

another, find ideas for your own goals and wins, and most of all: see that while we may 
all be on our own Struggle Busses and unique journeys, we do have common experiences

along the way. We're not in this thing alone––we have each other. 











YOUR JOURNEY 
BELONGS 

TO YOU
 



My Hope For You
Recovery is such a long road––and it's also such a worthwhile one. 

I hope you take inspiration from your fellows on the journey and mark your hard-earned
Diamond Days. If you do, please message me and share––I love hearing about them. 
Maybe we can build a whole Diamond Days movement of reclamation and power! 

Maybe I can give away actual diamonds someday!
Maybe...(is a word of possibility.) 

 

What do you wonder you can do?

Getting flowers on one of my 
shiniest Diamond Days ever!

Story to come!

Learn more about the hidden realities in Christian Fundamentalism and
find support after high control religion by following me on Instagram, Facebook, and Tiktok

@TiaLevingsWriter


